Experimental and computational modeling of ember hotspots on roofs during wildland fires
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Summary
Ember accumulation on and around buildings is known as the main cause of ignitions of structures during wildfires
(Mell et al.2010). There are numerous studies on ember formation, flight, and spot fire ignition, though not on ember
accumulation on buildings (Tohidi & Kay 2017, Suzuki et al. 2016). A series of experiments was carried out in the
Clemson University atmospheric boundary wind tunnel, in which the roofs of model homes were covered in embers
and then removed by the wind to investigate the roof regions which are vulnerable to the accumulation of embers
under the various conditions including roof slope, wind speed and wind direction. Results shown that the susceptible
area on roofs where embers tend to stay in place under a wind load is a function of ember Tachikawa number, roof
slope, and wind direction.
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INTRODUCTION
Spot fires due to ember accumulation is the main culprit of structure destruction during wildfires.
However, there is lack of study on the conditions under which the embers will be accumulated on
houses. In this study, a series of ember removal experiments was carried out to investigate this
phenomenon.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
At the first stage of experiments, model buildings and embers were prepared in the lab scale with
the satisfaction of geometrical similarity. The building roof fabric also was tested and selected to
make sure it has the same friction coefficient as those of a full scale roof shingle. During each
experiment, model roof houses were covered by model embers and then exposed to the wind with
various wind direction and wind speeds. The process of ember removal on the roof was recorded
by a high resolution video camera. The recorded video then was analyzed using the MATLAB
image processing tools to identify the regions from which embers had been removed for a given
wind direction and wind speed. Based on the analyzed images, the percentage of roof area on
which embers were retained was obtained for different roof slope with various wind conditions.
The images of retained embers on roofs also enabled the development of roof top contour maps of
the critical Tachikawa number (non-dimensional wind speed) at which embers would be removed
from the roof. Herein the Tachikawa number is defined as
𝜌 𝑈2

𝐾 = 2𝜌𝑎 𝑔𝐿

(1)

𝑝

where 𝜌𝑎 is the air density, 𝜌𝑝 the particle density, 𝑔 is gravitational acceleration, 𝑈 is the reference
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wind speed, and 𝐿 is a characteristic length scale for the ember. The Tachikawa number, in this
context, is an instability parameter that is the ratio of the aerodynamic loading to the gravitational
fixing force of the ember to the rooftop.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Ember removal from rooftops was highly sensitive to the variation of not only wind speed but also
wind direction and building slope. For gable roofs with different slopes, the fraction retained
embers are quite different when comparing the flat roof and steep roof (10/12 pitch). However,
increasing the roof angle does not always result in decreasing the fraction of the roof on which
embers remain. See the data shown in figure 1.

Figure 1. Ember retained coverage percentage for the maximum tested win speed, Tachikawa number K=5.9

The removal of embers from the roof is due to the imbalance between the wind load on the embers,
the embers weight and the friction force between the ember and the roof surface. Hence, there is a
relationship between regions of high wind shear and regions of ember removal. A preliminary
investigation showed that regions in which the inverse critical Tachikawa number is low (low
ember stability) correspond to regions of higher surface shear stress (calculated using NIST’s Fire
Dynamics Simulator).

(a)
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(c)

Figure 2. Contour plots of the (a) experimental measurements of inverse critical Tachikawa (a), (b) pressure
coefficient (𝐶𝑝 = 2∆P/ρa U 2 ), and (c) shear stress coefficient (Cτ = 2τ/ρa U 2 ) for a flat roofed building with wind
from left to right.
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CONCLUSIONS
The area of a rooftop on which embers will not be removed by wind is a complex function of the
rooftop geometry, wind speed, wind angle, and the properties of the embers. The experiments
presented highlight this complexity. However, the results also suggest that the regions of ember
stability can be correlated with the aerodynamic loading on the rooftop. Future work will
investigate the probability of windborne embers landing and remaining on a building rooftop.
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